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Abstract

The competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) hypothesis was introduced as a previously unrecognized gene regulatory layer. This is a recently discovered hypothesis about how mRNAs, pseudogene transcripts, long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and circular RNAs (circRNAs) regulate post-transcriptional expression by sharing common microRNA response elements (MREs) to compete for the binding of microRNAs (miRNAs) and inhibiting normal miRNA targeting activity on mRNA. Previous study have found that ceRNAs are key regulators in many biological processes such as cell cycle, tumor initiation and progression and found to be involved in several diseases, especially in tumor. Tumor is a kind of serious disease with high death rate. Recently, there is no effective therapy for Tumor. The mechanism of many tumors has not yet been fully elucidated. It has been proved that a number of ceRNAs identified as aberrantly expressed during tumor development. It is vital to understand how ceRNA works in tumor progression and to find a new way to cure those corresponding disease. This review introduces the mechanism of ceRNA hypothesis, focus on the history of the ceRNA hypothesis, the important pathophysiological roles of ceRNAs in tumor and the latest findings about how ceRNA works in gastric cancer, lung cancer, endometrial cancer, breast cancer, liver cancer, colorectal cancer and melanoma.
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1. Introduction of ceRNA

Pandolfi and his research groups are scientists from Harvard Medical School. They issued a new hypothesis [1]
about how long noncoding RNAs and mRNA “talk” to each other and this hypothesis is named as ceRNAs. This is the first time we proposed ceRNA hypothesis. The biological function of ceRNAs is done through sharing common MRE compete for the binding of same miRNA. miRNA and MRE are regarded as two important elements of the ceRNA hypothesis. miRNAs are a class of endogenous, non-coding 20 - 23 nucleotides RNA molecules. They perform post-transcriptional regulation by specifically binding target messenger RNAs (mRNAs) through combination with MRE and resulting in a reduction in the levels of the corresponding proteins [2]-[4]. Each mRNAs contains multiple MREs and thus can be regulated by a number of miRNAs, while one miRNA can potentially regulate dozens of mRNA transcripts [3] [5]. Increasing experimental evidences support the hypothesis that multiple non-coding RNA species, including small non-coding RNAs, pseudogenes, IncRNAs and circRNAs can act as miRNA “sponges” by sharing identical MREs compete for common miRNAs and inhibiting normal miRNA activity [6] [7]. These sponges “absorb” miRNAs, lowering the levels of available miRNAs for the target mRNA, resulting in increased translations. The first endogenous “sponge” RNA was discovered in plants in a situation where a stress related miRNA-mediated response was reduced [8]. In October 2011, research institutes from Harvard Medical School, Columbia University and the University of Roma La Sapienza published four research results [9]-[12] on the Cell. They verified Pandolfi’s hypothesis about ceRNA from different aspects and further confirmed the existence of ceRNAs regulation mechanism. The discovery of the Mechanism of ceRNAs has subverted the traditional understanding of the function of mRNA. The function of messenger RNA (mRNA) is to not only deliver protein-coding information to sites of protein synthesis but also participate in the regulation of gene expression. CeRNAs cross-regulate each other through sequestration of shared miRNAs and that this “competing endogenous RNA” activity forms a large-scale regulatory network across the transcriptome, greatly expanding the functional genetic information in the human genome.

The ceRNAs play a crucial role in many biological processes and the destruction of the balance between ceRNAs and miRNAs can be important for ceRNA activity and contributing a lot to diseases like cancer. It is reported that ceRNAs was a very important regulator in many types of cancer. ceRNAs have also been found to be involved in cancer developmental stages. In the following part of the review, we will concentrate on formation process of ceRNA hypothesis and its relationship with cancer.

2. The History of ceRNA Hypothesis

In fact, back to 2007, the concept of competitive RNA has already existed. Until 2011, scientists proposed formally this hypothesis. At the year 2007, Ebert [13] constructed a miRNA inhibitor called miRNA sponge, these competitive inhibitors are transcripts expressed from strong promoters, containing multiple, tandem binding sites to a microRNA of interest. When vectors encoding these sponges are transiently transfected into cultured cells, sponges derepress microRNA targets. By competitive binding specific mRNA, miRNA sponge can block the interaction between miRNA and its natural target, thereby inhibiting endogenous miRNA function.

In 2009, Seitz [14] proposed pseudotarget hypothesis. The main idea of the hypothesis is that nature and artificial miRNA pseudotarget actually be competitive inhibitors of miRNA, prevent miRNAs from binding their authentic targets by sequestering them. The hypothesis also predicts that the decrease of miRNA binding with pseudotargets would increase the concentration of free miRNA, hence enhancing the repression of authentic targets.

In 2010, Arvey [15] proposed a dilution effect (dilution effect) hypothesis. They hypothesize that an intracellular pool of miRNAs/siRNAs faced with a larger number of available predicted target transcripts will downregulate each individual target gene to a lesser extent.

In 2010, Ebert [16] proposed a “natural miRNA sponge” concept. Based on the existing experimental evidence, they think, there are natural miRNA sponge exists in cells, these endogenous miRNA sponge (including non-coding RNA) block miRNA activity through the combination with specific target mRNA and influence the expression of miRNA target genes at the post transcriptional level. On the basis of these experimental findings [6] [17] [18], it was hypothesized that a myriad of natural sponges may exist and play critical roles in biologic processes.

In August 2011, Salmena [1] proposed the ceRNA hypothesis formally. Different from exogenous miRNA sponge, ceRNA is endogenous RNA including messenger RNAs, transcribed pseudogenes, and long noncoding RNAs. They “talk” to each other using MREs as letters of a new language. A ceRNA chain may contain multiple MRE, can be combined with different miRNA, and each miRNA can silence multiple transcripts, thus forming a large-scale complex regulatory network across the transcriptome.
3. The Latest Research Progress of ceRNA Hypothesis

As time goes by, scientists have made a further research of ceRNA and we had a deeper understanding of the hypothesis of ceRNA. Some researchers have put forward that ceRNAs form complex regulatory networks and cross-regulate each other through sequestration of shared microRNAs [19]. Ugo Ala et al. [19] had established a mode to verified that when given optimal molecular conditions, alterations of one single ceRNA can have significant effects on transcriptional networks and integrated ceRNA. Marcella Cesana et al. [20] also recommended the rules of ceRNA networks. Although the molecular requirements for ceRNA cross-regulation and the extent of ceRNA networks remain unknown, we can draw the conclusion that all the members of ceRNA make up the complex ceRNA net-work. They are closely related to each other and can influence each through the net-work.

4. The Important Pathophysiological Roles of ceRNAs in Cancer

As mentioned above, scientists have put forward the concepts of miRNA sponge, pseudotarget hypothesis, dilution effect hypothesis, natural miRNA sponge and ceRNA net-works. Those concepts are basis for ceRNA hypothesis. Based on those concepts and the research results from other scientists, Salmena proposed ceRNA hypothesis. As time goes by, advances in experimental techniques allowing us to further study this hypothesis. More and more evidences have been found to prove the existence of ceRNA hypothesis. The experimental evidence make people firmly believe that ceRNAs plays a vital role in biology process and in the progress of disease, partially in tumorigenesis. ceRNAs, oncogenes, anti-oncogenes and target gene 3’-UTR of tumor related signaling pathway which shared common MRE can competitive for binding of the same miRNA. Thus ceRNAs can regulate miRNA’s function as oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes and are corresponding to cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and metastasis and drug resistance. Here we will give some examples on how ceRNA works in some cancers according to the latest study.

4.1. Gastric Cancer

Gastric cancer happens at a high rate among gastrointestinal malignancy with worldwide prevalence and the second leading cause of cancer related death. Although much progress has been made in recent years, most of patients with gastric cancer are diagnosed at an advanced stage and accompanied by malignant proliferation, extensive invasion and lymphatic metastasis. Successful prognosis method and therapeutic strategies are limited, thus the mortality is high [21] [22]. Recent studies indicate that long non-coding RNA is a crucial member of ceRNA networks that harbors MRE and linking miRNAs to regulate gene expression at post-transcriptional network. The latest study reveals that this mechanism is also works in gastric cancer progression and metastasis. HER2 (human epithelial growth factor receptor 2) is one of the target of miR-331-3p and it can encode a transmembrane protein. This kind of protein is very important in carcinogenesis and resistance to trastuzumab-based therapy [23]. miR-331-3p can prevent the occurrence of gastric cancer by inhibit HER2 expression levels through combination with its MRE. HOTAIR (Hox transcript antisense intergenic RNA) is a 2.2-kb long non-coding RNA transcribed from the HOXC locus, which can repress transcription in trans of HOXD in foreskin fibroblasts [24]. In Liu’s [25] research, he reveals that Lnc RNA HOTAIR functions as a competing endogenous RNA to regulate human epithelial growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) expression through competitive for the binding of miR-331-3p and abolishing the miRNA-induced repressing activity on the HER2 3’-UTR, thus playing an oncogenic role in gastric pathogenesis. HOTAIR was upregulated in gastric carcinoma tissues compared with normal gastric tissues. The upregulation of HOTAIR result in larger tumor size, advanced pathological stage and extensive metastasis. HOTAIR function as a ceRNA is a new research directions and therapeutic options in gastric cancer. Liu et al.’s research indicates that the ceRNA activity of HOTAIR imparts a miRNA/LncRNA trans-regulatory function to protein-coding mRNAs and the ceRNA network may play an important role in gastric pathogenesis.

4.2. Lung Cancer

Lung cancer is one of the most prevalent cancer worldwide. It is vital to understand the basis for lung cancer progression. Many studies found that ceRNA network have important functional role in the progression of lung cancer. A recent study by Kumar [26] show that Hmga2 (High Mobility Group A2) contributes to lung cancer
progression and metastasis by operating as a ceRNA for the let-7 miRNA family. The former study show that Hmga2 as a non-histone chromosomal high mobility group protein plays an important role in promoting lung cancer progression and metastasis. But in the author’s research, he found that Hmga2 promotes lung carcinogenesis as both a protein-coding gene and a non-coding gene. The Hmga2 3’UTR contains seven conserved MREs for the let-7 family microRNAs [27], which has previously been demonstrated to constrain lung cancer development [28]. Kumar et al. proved that when inhibit Hmga2’s function as a proteincoding gene, it can also promote lung carcinogenesis by providing conserved MRES for let-7 family and acting as ceRNAs. Kumar et al. have also indicated that TGF-β co-receptor Tgfbr3 is the target gene of Hmga2. Let-7 family is a tumor-suppressor gene which can suppress the expression of Tgfbr3, thus prevent TGF-β signaling and result in inhibiting of the growth of tumor. High expression of Hmga2 in lung cancer corresponding with up-regulation of Tgfbr3 via function as a ceRNA for the let-7 family. As a result up-regulation of Tgfbr3 will promote TGF-β signaling and result in tumor progression.

The conclusion of Kumar’s research is that except for acting as a protein-coding gene, Hmga2 also can decoy the let-7 miRNA family to regulate Tgfbr3 expression and enhances TGF-β signaling, thereby promotes lung cancer progression. Kumar’s research results are different from the previous study. It contributes a lot to discover the mechanism of lung cancer and gives a new point to find out a new therapy for this worldwide disease.

4.3. Endometrial Cancer

Endometrial Cancer happens in a high rate among women. The mechanism of this cancer is not clear yet. The recent study found that ceRNA is one of the factor to promote this cancer. Core transcription factors (TFs) have been shown to expressed in human endometrial adenocarcinoma and that the expression of core TFs was important for the pluripotency of ETs [29]. miR-145 [30] have been reported to regulate those core TFs directly. Previous study show that miR-145 can down regulate the expression of TFs, thus result in tumorsphere differentiation and inhibit tumor progression. Zhou et al. [31] found that linc-RNA-Ror acts as a “sponge” against mediation of the differentiation of endometrial cancer stem cells by microRNA-145. As IncRNAs is known as a ceRNA, so it can regulate gene expression at post-transcriptional network. Since large intergenic non-coding ribonucleic acids (linc-RNAs) which transcribed from lots of loci in mammalian genomes are another type of IncRNAs, they can also act as ceRNA and might have an important role in cellular processes and gene regulation [32]. linc-RoR was found to be a new linc-RNA and plays an important role in maintaining the pluripotency of human embryo stem cells (hESCs) by acting as an “endogenous sponge” to inhibit micro-ribonucleic acid (miR-145) mediating hESC differentiation [33] [34]. In Zhou et al.’s research he reported that Linc-RoR act as a ceRNA of miR-145, has an important role during endometrial carcinogenesis. High expression level of linc-RoR can release the repression of miR-145 on TFs, thus maintaining the pluripotent state of endometrial tumorspheres (ETs). On the contrary, ET differentiation followed with increased expression of miR-145. Greater expression of miR-145 result in down-regulation of linc-RoR and core TFs, and decreased colony formation. The effects of miR-145 could be inhibited after the expression level of linc-RoR in ETs increasing. The crucial function ceRNA plays in endometrial cancer further verified the important role it plays in progress of tumor.

4.4. Breast Cancer

Breast cancer is the most common female malignant tumor. People pay much attention to the study of its pathogenesis. The recent studies on how ceRNA works in breast cancer have made a great progress. The 3’-UTR of Versican mRNA act as ceRNA, it not only play an important role in liver cancer [35], but also can influence breast cancer cell’s growth by competitive binding with miR-136, miR-144 and miR-199a-3p and regulate the expression of their target PTEN and RB1 according to Lee’s [36] research. PTEN and RB1 are both tumor suppressor genes, the change of PTEN and RB1 expression levels will influence breast cancer cell growth.

Jeyapalan et al. [37] indicated that the 3’-UTR of CD44 serves as a competitor by binding with miR-216a, miR-330 and miR-608. These miRNAs are inhibitor of CD44 and CDC42. High expression of CD44 3’-UTR would function as a decoy when interacting with these endogenous miRNAs and result in an increase in CD44 and CDC42 protein levels which would inhibits proliferation, colony formation and tumor growth in breast cancer. Jeyapalan’s result provides a new method to cure brest cancer by using ceRNA mechanism.

Furthermore, Jue Yang et al. [38] validated that FOXO1 3’UTR can function as a ceRNA in repressing metastasis of breast cancer cells via regulating miR-9 activity. Their research further confirmed the ceRNA plays a
crucial role in the progression of breast cancer. Scientists have demonstrated that by regulating E-cadherin expression directly and promoting EMT, miR-9 could promote the progression of metastasis in breast cancer [39]. Previous studies have indicated that transcription factors like FOXO1 can bind and regulate the function of miRNA [40]. According to Yang et al.’s research, they found that FOXO1-3’UTR and E-cadherin-3’UTR all can bind to miR-9. And their analyses showed that FOXO1-3’UTR and E-cadherin-3’UTR can competitive binding to miR-9. The binding between FOXO1-3’UTR and miR-9 will release the inhibition of miR-9 on E-cadherin and result in upregulation of E-cadherin protein. They come to the conclusion that FOXO1 3’UTR inhibits the metastases of breast cancer cells via induction the expression of E-cadherin. Yang et al.’ research results suggest that FOXO1 3’UTR may function as a ceRNA and inhibit the activity of miR-9 and modulating metastasis of breast cancer cells. The examples given above make people firmly believe that 3’-untranslated region may also function as ceRNAs and plays a vital role in cancer progression.

4.5. Liver Cancer

Liver cancer is a highly malignant cancer. An increasing number of evidences proved that ceRNA network plays an important role in the initiation and progression of liver cancer, which contributes a lot in finding a new therapy to cure liver cancer. Wang et al. [41] demonstrated that Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), highly up-regulated in liver cancer (HULC) plays an important role in tumorigenesis. They validated that HULC may act as an endogenous “sponge”, which down-regulates miR-372’s activities. Down-regulation of miR-372 activities can reduce repression of its target gene, PRKACB, which in turn promote PKA signal pathway and result in tumorigenesis. This is another important example for lncRNA act as ceRNA and promote the progression of cancer. As mentioned above, 3’-untranslated region (3’-UTR) can function as ceRNAs and act as oncogene in some kind of tumor such as liver cancer. Fang [33] have indicated that Versican 3’-untranslated region (3’-UTR) functions as a ceRNA and inducing the development of hepatocellular carcinoma by regulating miRNA activity. They found that versican 3’-UTR could bind to miRNAs like miR-133a, miR-199a, miR-144 and miR-431, so as to regulate the expression level of the target gene of these miRNAs, promoting hepatocellular carcinoma cell proliferation, migration and invasion and inhibit apoptosis.

Recent studies also found that pseudogene functions as ceRNA contribute a lot to the development of liver cancer. Octamer-binding transcription factor-4 (OCT4) is a pleiotropic regulator of gene expression in embryonic stem cells. Recent studies demonstrated that OCT4 participates in the initiation and progression of various malignant tumor, such as germ-cell tumors, bladder cancer and liver cancer [42]-[45]. In Wang et al.’s [46] study about the mechanism of liver cancer, they argued that OCT4-pg4, the pseudogene of OCT4, is abnormally activated in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and both gene transcripts can be directly targeted by miR-145. miR-145 is a tumor-suppressive miRNA which can downregulate OCT4 expression levels and inhibit the occurrence of liver cancer. Wang et al. demonstrated that Pseudogene OCT4-pg4 functions as a natural miRNA sponge to regulate OCT4 expression by competing for miR-145, thus upregulate OCT4 protein level in HCC. The upregulation of OCT4 protein level in HCC result in growth and tumorigenicity of HCC cells. Their research show that OCT4-pg4 plays an oncogenic role in hepatocarcinogenesis.

As is mentioned above, long non-coding RNA, versican 3’-UTR and pseudogene, all can act as ceRNA and function a lot in promoting liver cancer. All of these research results validated the existence of ceRNA networks and the important role it plays in carcinogenesis. The analysis of this mechanism sheds new light on the treatment of human HCC.

4.6. Melanoma

Inhibition of PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome ten) and Loss of PTEN, a tumor suppressor gene regulated by ceRNA activity, frequently occurs in tumor progress. And this mechanism attracted much attention from the scientists who studies the molecular factors of cancer. And it also becomes a typical representation of how ceRNA works in carcinogenesis. Karreth et al. [11] demonstrated that aberrant regulation of PTEN via ceRNAs competitive binding to miRNA contributes to melanoma development. They verified zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 2 (ZEB2) is the ceRNA of PTEN by using a mouse model. Both PTEN and ZBE2 containing common microRNA recognition elements (MREs) for miR-25, miR-92a, miR-181 and miR-200b so that they can competitive binding to those miRNAs. They proved that ZEB2 modulates PTEN protein levels by acting as a ceRNA. High expression of ZEB2 result in abundant of PTEN protein levels and
inhabiting the develop of melanoma. When depletion ZEB2’s function as a ceRNA, PTEN protein levels will be downregulated which promoting melanoma. Karreth’s research supported the notion that ZEB2 has tumor suppressive activity in melanoma cells and ZEB2 prevent the occurrence of melanoma by function as a ceRNA.

4.7. Colorectal Cancer

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in male and the second in female worldwide [47]. As is mentioned before, miRNA is a kind of small non-coding RNAs, regulating target genes via the translational inhibition or mRNA degradation and it is very important in cellular biology and pathophysiology. It has been reported that miRNA play pivotal roles in promoting colorectal cancer [48]-[51]. The inhibition of tumor suppressor gene via regulation of ceRNAs also functions a lot in progression of colorectal cancer. Tay et al.’s [9] research demonstrated that mRNAs of gene vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A (VAPA) and CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 6-like (CNOT6L) are ceRNAs of PTEN. VAPA mRNA regulate expression level of PTEN by competitive binding for miR-17, miR-19a, miR-20a, miR-20b, miR-26b, miR-106a and miR-106b. While CNOT6L regulate expression level of PTEN by competitive binding for miR-17, miR-19a, miR-19b, miR-20a, miR-20b and miR-106b. Thus antagonize PI3K/AKT signaling, and possess growth and tumor-suppressive properties. Upregulation of VAPA and CNOT6L can compete binding to lots of common miRNA with PTEN and deplete the inhibition of miRNA to PTEN. Which results in the upregulation of PTEN expression level and inhabit tumor progress. While downregulation of VAPA and CNOT6L induce more miRNA binding to PTEN and promote carcinogenesis.

5. Conclusion and Future Perspective

As is mentioned above, ceRNA plays a provital role in carcinogenesis, and according to examples given above, we can firmly draw the conclusion that ceRNA hypothesis contribute to cancer proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and metastasis. Although many concrete details of ceRNA mechanism remains unknown and the understanding of ceRNA mechanisms and its consequences are in their infancy, we do find a lot of evidences to prove it. More things need to be done to further explore ceRNAs’ function in biological process and disease process. The improvement in experimental method and tools allows us to fully explore ceRNA areo and unexplored pathways in cancer. By using ceRNA hypothesis we can explain more disease processes find new therapies to cure cancer. Future challenges will then be to understand more details about ceRNA networks, what are their concrete functions in biological process and diseases. The most important thing is to take full use of this mechanism to find therapies and diagnosis method to ceRNA related diseases. ceRNA is going to be the key for future studies on post-transcriptional regulation and shed light on further study of mechanism of cancer.
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